In 2009 we expanded our product lines and extended our client base amongst energy and weather
derivative clients. So thank you to all of our customers both new and old.
Speedwell is pleased to announce that we have been awarded the honor of
“Best Advisory / Data Service” for 2009 by Environmental Finance magazine.
We appreciate the support of all those that voted for us.
THE SUPERPACK - Update

Recalibrated Data

Our Huge inventory has grown
- one low annual fee
- 50+ countries
- 4,000+ global stations
- Historical data / ongoing feeds
- Hourly & daily data
- Variables: temperature, precipitation, snowfall, wind…

Update - additional Recalibrated
stations now available. European
package of 5 locations (Amsterdam, Berlin, Essen, London,
and Paris)

Expanded Data Availability:
Hong Kong (climate)
Malaysia (climate)
Spain (climate)
Thailand (climate)
China (climate feeds)
Norway (climate feeds)
- US Cleaned snowfall pack
- Increased hourly data coverage world wide

ZigZag Forecasts

Weighted Degree Day Report
Combining CWG forecasts and SWD data, this product provides the best possible information to anticipate the EIA natural
gas storage and withdrawal reports.
Correlate with energy usage
Estimate the EIA natural gas storage and withdrawal forecasts
(high weather correlation)
Examine historical events in the context of recent, current, or
upcoming extreme weather events
Speedwell Cleaned Data
& CWG Forecasts

Recalibration “Light” - on demand, quick Recalibration of
non-CME locations
- great for WD RFPs
- typical 24-hour turn-around
- access to the real-time analysis
- statistical analysis
- recent metadata review

- 344 Climate Divisions
- 48 State Divisions
- 9 Region Divisions
- Producing / Consuming

Real time graphical representation of the change in
forecast from the previous model run. Updated
as each time step of the
model
is
released.
ECMWF and GFS
- Speed, Speed, Speed,... (reported fastest delivery of ECMWF)
- Understandable Output
- Station Forecasts (cities) or Regions

Now with the GFS!

Weather Analytics
The Weather Analytics tool shows user-specified
weekly index values and compares them with the
previous year's values.

US Retail Sales Weather Report
A weekly report showing weekly temperatures and
comparison with previous year. Shown nationally,
by state and by region. Based on US census regions and using the NRF calendar.
All products can be trialed, free-of-charge at www.SpeedwellWeather.com
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